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TC Budget and Allocation

Approved TC Budget for 2015: $30,000

- TC-sponsored student travel awards (for SP, SPW, and CSF): $26,000
- TC chair to attend T&C meeting: $1500
- TC web hosting: $300
- Post-event awards, speaker support, and others: $2,200

TCSP Treasurer: Yong Guan
Email: guan@iastate.edu
Sources of TC Funds

- Surplus allocation from 2013 TC-sponsored conferences
- IEEE CS reinvestment

Thanks to all of you for attendance and contributions to SP, SPW, & CSF
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Plans for Next Year

If you have an idea for new project or initiative, please contact:

- TC Chair: Patrick McDaniel (Penn State University)
- TC Vice Chair: Ulf Lindqvist (SRI)
- TC Treasurer: Yong Guan (Iowa State University)
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